MOV’IT SECURITY
Brake Systems for reliability, durability and performance.

- Shorter Stopping Distances
- Improved Vehicle Control
- Superb Disc Ventilation
- Firmer Brake Pedal
- Consistent Performance
- Heavy-Duty for Armoured Vehicles

For further information on this product, visit www.tssh.com
MOV’IT® SECURITY Brake Systems provide the highest braking force in the smallest of spaces.

No compromise for your Braking System.
TSS International has the ideal Braking System for the specific customer requirements. Caliper, Friction ring and Braking Pad are perfectly adjusted to each other. MOVIT® SECURITY Brake Systems are 100% compatible with TSS Heavy-Duty Wheels.

Caliper MOV’IT®
- Extremely stiff steel compound
- Supreme stability
- Highest braking force
- Progressive piston arrangement
- Even heat transfer
- Even pad wear
- Open pad setting
- Optimized Cooling

Friction ring MOV’IT®
- Highly efficient cooling system
- Superior ventilation
- Special steel compound
- Superior thermal conductivity
- Highest fading resistance

Braking pad MOV’IT®
- Enhanced friction surface
- Even heat transfer
- Lower system temperature
- Longer Lifetime
- Pad wear sensor

MOV’IT® achieves best results through cutting-edge technology. Find out more about MOV’IT® on our website www.tssh.com

TSS International can supply MOV’IT® SECURITY Heavy-Duty Brake Systems which deal with most Armoured Vehicle requirements.
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